Quantum dot-based immunofluorescent imaging and quantitative detection of TOP2A and prognostic value in triple-negative breast cancer
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Background: Topoisomerase 2 alpha (TOP2A) is a key enzyme in DNA replication and a target of various cytotoxic agents including anthracyclines. Previous studies evaluating the predictive and prognostic values of TOP2A in breast cancer are contradictory, likely secondary to the use of both different detection methods and different cutoff thresholds for positive status. Our own studies have previously confirmed the advantages of quantum dot-based nanotechnology for quantitative analysis of biomarkers relative to conventional immunohistochemistry (IHC). This study was designed to 1) assess the expression of TOP2A, 2) investigate the relationship between TOP2A expression and major clinical pathological parameters, and 3) evaluate the prognostic value of TOP2A by quantum dot-based immunofluorescent imaging and quantitative analytical system (QD-IIQAS) in triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC).

Patients and methods: TOP2A expression in 145 TNBC specimens was detected using IHC and QD-IIQAS, and a comparative analysis of the two methods was conducted, including an exploration of the relationship between TOP2A expression and major clinical pathological parameters in TNBC. The prognostic value of TOP2A in TNBC was assessed.

Results: A similar antigen localization, a high correlation of staining rates (r=0.79), and a high agreement of measurements (κ=0.763) of TOP2A expression in TNBC were found by QD-IIQAS and conventional IHC (cutoff: 45.0 and 0.45, respectively). TOP2A was significantly higher in larger tumors (P=0.002), higher grade tumors (P=0.005), and lymph node positive patients (P<0.001). The 5-year disease-free survival (5-DFS) of the high and low TOP2A subgroups was significantly different for both QD-IIQAS and IHC (P<0.001, log-rank test for both). TOP2A expression was an independent predictor of survival in TNBC (P=0.001).

Conclusion: QD-IIQAS was an easy and accurate method for detecting and assessing TOP2A. The TOP2A expression was an independent prognostic indicator of 5-DFS in TNBC. Our study provides a good foundation for future studies exploring the relationship between TOP2A expression and response to anthracyclines.
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Introduction

Breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer death among women and accounts for ~30% of all estimated new cancer cases in this population.1 Therapeutic advancements have come in the form of endocrine therapies and HER2-targeting therapies for hormone receptor (HR)-positive and HER2-positive breast cancer.2 However, improvement in survival of patients with triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC), a subtype characterized by tumors that are negative for all three of HER2, estrogen receptor (ER), and progesterone...
receptor (PR), has currently plateaued. TNBC is an important clinical challenge because it does not respond well to endocrine therapy, and there are no readily available, effective, and specific targeted therapies. While TNBC is sensitive to chemotherapy, early relapse is more common in patients with TNBC than in patients with other breast cancer subtypes. This is in part likely secondary to the heterogeneity within TNBC patients and the different responses to chemotherapy and targeted agents. These particular characteristics of TNBC highlight the urgent need for identification of novel biomarkers for TNBC subtyping, prognosis, and targeted therapy.

Topoisomerase 2 alpha (TOP2A) is a key enzyme in DNA replication and a target of various cytotoxic agents such as anthracyclines. As such it has been widely investigated for potential applications in breast cancer detection and management. Anthracyclines are one of the most effective cytotoxic agents used in the treatment of breast cancer patients and inhibit TOP2A by trapping the DNA strand intermediates, leading to persistent DNA cleavage. However, data supporting a potential predictive role for TOP2A status and its sensitivity are mixed. This is in part due to the use of different detection methods (ie, immunohistochemistry [IHC], fluorescent in situ hybridization [FISH], and other molecular biology methods) and different cutoff thresholds for positive status, making comparisons between studies difficult. Numerous retrospective studies have previously investigated the predictive value of TOP2A using different methods. Some of these approaches have focused on quantifying TOP2A expression, whereas others have assessed TOP2A copy number. Perhaps not surprising given the mixture of methods and end points, the results of these studies are inconsistent and occasionally contradictory. As a result, it remains unclear whether TOP2A can provide clinically relevant information.

Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconductor nanocrystals associated with unique photophysical properties including size-tunable symmetric emission bands, superior light absorbance, high fluorescent intensity, and strong photostability. Their optical properties have led to increased use of QD-based nanotechnology in a wide variety of biomedical applications, such as cancer diagnosis, monitoring, treatment, and molecular pathology. QD-based nanotechnology has the potential for wider application, particularly in the field of in vitro cancer molecule imaging and quantitative detection. Our previous studies using QD-based molecular pathology for molecular targeted imaging and quantitative detection of cancer cells and molecules were associated with a number of potential advantages over conventional IHC methods, such as superior fluorescent efficiency over organic fluorescent dyes, better signal clarity, higher sensitivity, and more accurate quantitative analyses. However, the use of QD technology for quantifying TOP2A protein expression in TNBC has not yet been investigated.

This study was designed to assess TOP2A expression using QD-based immunofluorescent imaging and quantitative analytical system (QD-IIQAS), relative to traditional IHC techniques. We also investigated the relationship between TOP2A expression and major clinical pathological parameters. Additionally, we explored the prognostic value of TOP2A in TNBC.

**Patients and methods**

**Patients and specimens**

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded specimens from 145 patients with TNBC aged 25–79 years (median 52 years) were collected from January 2007 to September 2009 from the Hubei Cancer Hospital, People’s Republic of China. All patients with stages I–III breast cancer who had undergone six to eight cycles of anthracycline- and docetaxel-based chemotherapy after breast cancer surgery were eligible. Patients with more than three metastatic lymph nodes received radiotherapy after chemotherapy. Pathological parameters were collected, including tumor size, location, and number; lymph node status and histological grade were determined by conventional IHC. Treatment information, including types of surgery and adjuvant treatments (chemotherapy and radiotherapy), was obtained from the medical records of all eligible patients. All patients were followed up in accordance to a regular follow-up schedule. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients, and the study protocol was approved by the ethics committee of Hubei Cancer Hospital. The major pathological parameters for these patients are summarized in Table 1 and have been reported in our previous study. The whole study process is outlined in Figure 1.

The primary end point was 5-year disease-free survival (5-DFS), defined as the interval from breast cancer surgery to the first evidence of disease recurrence (local, regional, or distant). If there was no recurrence, patients were censored at the last follow-up date. In this study, we selected only the 5-year data for analysis.

**TOP2A detection by IHC**

TOP2A (purified mouse anti-human TOP2A monoclonal antibody; clone EP11; 1:100 dilution; ZSGB-BIO, Beijing, People’s Republic of China) was determined using conventional IHC. The major steps in this process included,
in order: deparaffinizing, antigen retrieval, blocking, incubation with primary antibody (phosphate-buffered saline for control group), washing, blocking, incubation with biotinylated secondary antibody, washing, blocking, DAB, washing, mounting, and observation. Images of TOP2A expression on IHC were captured and evaluated using an Olympus BX51 fluorescence microscope equipped with an Olympus DP72 camera (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan, Figure 2A–C, and G).

**TOP2A detection by QD-based immunofluorescent imaging**

QD-based immunofluorescent imaging was similar to conventional IHC. The QD-conjugated streptavidin (QD-SA) probe (1:200; QDs-605–goat F(ab)2 anti-mouse immunoglobulin G conjugate; Wuhan Jiayuan Quantum Dots Co. Ltd.) was used as the secondary antibody in the QD-based immunofluorescent imaging. Briefly, the sequence of the procedure was as follows: deparaffinizing, antigen retrieval, blocking (2% bovine serum albumin, 37°C for 30 minutes), incubation with primary antibody (dilution 1/100, 37°C for 2 hours), washing, blocking, incubation with biotinylated secondary antibody (dilution 1/300, 37°C for 30 minutes), washing, blocking, application of QD-SA 605 probes (dilution 1/200, 37°C for 30 minutes, emitting red light), washing, mounting, and observation (Olympus BX51 fluorescence microscope; Olympus Corporation) with a blue light (wavelength of

### Table 1  Main clinicopathological traits and TOP2A expression in 145 patients with TNBC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Number (%)</th>
<th>TOP2A-QD, median (IQR)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>TOP2A-IHC, median (IQR)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤50</td>
<td>91 (62.76)</td>
<td>45.0 (28.0–67.0)</td>
<td>0.188a</td>
<td>0.45 (0.32–0.60)</td>
<td>0.379a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>54 (37.24)</td>
<td>37.5 (22.5–74.5)</td>
<td>0.40 (0.28–0.65)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor size (cm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1 (T2)</td>
<td>98 (67.59)</td>
<td>34.5 (23.0–64.0)</td>
<td>0.002b</td>
<td>0.39 (0.288–0.580)</td>
<td>0.005a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 (2&lt;T≤5)</td>
<td>41 (28.28)</td>
<td>46.0 (32.5–72.0)</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>0.715 (0.528–0.875)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 (T&gt;5)</td>
<td>6 (4.13)</td>
<td>88.0 (49.0–89.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymph node status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001a</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>74 (51.03)</td>
<td>27.0 (21.0–45.0)</td>
<td>0.33 (0.24–0.49)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>71 (48.97)</td>
<td>62.0 (41.0–84.0)</td>
<td>0.54 (0.41–0.71)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.005a</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.034b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1</td>
<td>8 (5.52)</td>
<td>43.0 (21.8–86.5)</td>
<td>0.405 (0.215–0.873)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>116 (80)</td>
<td>36.5 (24.3–65.0)</td>
<td>0.410 (0.290–0.575)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 3</td>
<td>21 (14.48)</td>
<td>56.0 (44.5–71.0)</td>
<td>0.540 (0.455–0.685)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Abbreviations:** TOP2A, topoisomerase 2 alpha; QD, quantum dot; TNBC, triple-negative breast cancer; IQR, interquartile range; IHC, immunohistochemistry.
Figure 2 TOP2A expression with IHC and QD-based immunofluorescent imaging.

Notes: TOP2A expression with IHC (A–C and G) and QD-based immunofluorescent imaging (D–F and H) at high resolution. TOP2A expression in triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) tissue was obvious and dense (A–F), while the TOP2A expression in normal mammary tissue was weak and sparse (G and H). The yellow box is used to show the magnified area for the next image. Scale bar = 100 μm (A, D, G, and H), 50 μm (B and E), and 25 μm (C and F).

Abbreviations: TOP2A, topoisomerase 2 alpha; IHC, immunohistochemistry; QD, quantum dot.

450–490 nm) excitation. This procedure has previously been described in more detail in our previous study.24

For the QD-based immunofluorescent imaging, the slides were examined under an Olympus BX51 fluorescence microscope equipped with an Olympus DP72 camera (Olympus Corporation) and a Nuance multispectral imaging system (Cambridge Research & Instrumentation Inc., Woburn, MA, USA). QD-605 was excited using blue light (wavelength of 450–490 nm).

The QD images were captured by the Olympus DP72 camera. Spectral images for each slide containing complete spectral information at 10 nm wavelength intervals from
420 nm to 720 nm were captured by the Nuance system (Figure 2D–F and H). All slides were captured under the same conditions at medium magnification (200×), rendering it more accurate and representative of the tumor marker tissue.

**TOP2A spectral unmixing and quantitative analysis**

QD fluorescence signaling formation for all slides was analyzed using the Nuance system analysis software package (Nuance Version 2.8; Cambridge Research & Instrumentation Inc., Woburn, MA, USA). TOP2A fluorescence signals and distribution areas in the tumor were calculated numerically based on spectral unmixing using the following protocol: 1) selection of targets with different spectra: TOP2A and tissue autofluorescence were selected as red (605 nm) and green signals (automatically set by the software); 2) image unmixing and elimination of background noise: the target images with different spectra were then automatically unmixed by the software based on specific spectrum into two separate images, ie, TOP2A image with red signal and green background, which was deleted at the last step of quantification; and 3) target spectrum quantification: TOP2A spectral signals were automatically quantified by CRI Nuance system.

On each slide, five view fields were selected under the same conditions at medium magnification (200×). The average TOP2A area of the five view fields was then calculated and derived as the final TOP2A area. The final acquired average fluorescence areas of TOP2A were defined as the average of two tissue slides (each specimen was divided into two tissue slides).

**Statistical analysis**

The relationship between the TOP2A and major clinical pathological parameters (such as age, tumor size, tumor grade, and lymph node status) was assessed using the Mann–Whitney U-test or Kruskal–Wallis H-test. A Pearson correlation coefficient was used to compare staining rates between QD-based immunofluorescent imaging and conventional IHC. The kappa consistency (κ) check was used to quantify the level of measurement agreement between these two methods. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was used to evaluate the optimal cutoff value of TOP2A for 5-DFS. The optimal point with the highest sum value of sensitivity and specificity was defined as the cutoff. The Kaplan–Meier method was used to assess differences in 5-DFS. A multivariable Cox regression model was used to identify independent predictors of 5-DFS. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). For all analyses, a two-tailed P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

**Comparison of TOP2A detection by IHC and QD-IIQAS**

In the feasibility study, the detection of TOP2A was measured by IHC (Figure 2A–C and G) and QD-IIQAS (Figure 2D–F and H). On imaging, the QD-IIQAS exhibited a clear fluorescence signal, which was strong, discernible, and easy for observers to quantify. Mean TOP2A expression using IHC was assessed by two observers, which was macroscopic, subjective, and semiquantitative. The TOP2A area using QD-IIQAS was objectively calculated without the disturbance of background using computer-aided spectral unmixing and automated quantitative detection software. Pearson correlation analysis suggested a moderate to strong positive correlation in staining rates between TOP2A expression measured under the two methods (r=0.79). The number of identified cases using different TOP2A cutoffs also showed good consistency between the QD-IIQAS and IHC methods. For example, under the 45.0 and 0.45 cutoffs (QD and IHC, respectively), 64 and 65 cases were flagged as positive by two methods (κ=0.763, Kappa consistency check), respectively.

**TOP2A determination, spectral unmixing, and quantitative analysis**

Figure 3 provides an example of TOP2A imaging on the cellular nucleus using QD-F(ab)2 probe excited by blue light (wavelength of 450–490 nm). In highly differentiated TNBC tissues, the red TOP2A signal was weak and the distribution sparse (Figure 3A–C). By contrast, the signal in moderately differentiated TNBC tissues was strong and the distribution dense (Figure 3D–F). The signal in poorly differentiated TNBC tissues was strongest, with the densest distribution (Figure 3G–I). The unmixed images were also clear (Figure 4). The original computer-captured images (Figure 4A, C, and E) were then unmixed by multispectral analysis software (Figure 4G) to remove the signal noise and set the spectral images of TOP2A for subsequent analysis. While high TOP2A expression was observed in poorly differentiated TNBC tissues (Figure 4F) comparatively low TOP2A expression was observed in the moderately differentiated TNBC tissues (Figure 4D). Similarly, expression was the lowest in the highly differentiated TNBC tissues (Figure 4B). The quantitative detection of TOP2A was calculated by computer-aided quantitative analytical system, and the TOP2A area was 45.31, 54.12, and 67.31 in samples A, B, and C, respectively, which stand for highly, moderately, and poorly differentiated TNBC tissues, respectively (Figure 4H). The mean TOP2A area was 53.73.
Nonparametric testing (Mann–Whitney U-test and Kruskal–Wallis H-test) suggested that TOP2A was significantly higher in larger tumors and higher grade tumors. Median TOP2A was also significantly higher in lymph node-positive patients. No difference was observed between TOP2A expression and age (Table 1).

ROC analysis of TOP2A expression according to 5-DFS

ROC analysis of the TOP2A expression according to 5-DFS indicated that it could predict 5-DFS (Figure 5). Optimal sensitivity and specificity of the ROC curve based on 5-DFS status corresponded with cutoffs of 45.0 and 0.45 for the TOP2A-QD and TOP2A-IHC, respectively. At these cutoffs, TOP2A-QD had 92.3% sensitivity and 81.7% specificity, and the TOP2A-IHC had 88.5% sensitivity and 71.0% specificity. The TOP2A-QD had higher specificity and sensitivity and a larger area under the curve than TOP2A-IHC did, suggesting that the TOP2A-QD was associated with a better prognostic value for 5-DFS relative to TOP2A-IHC.

TOP2A expression and 5-DFS

In this study, the 5-DFS rate was 64.1% (93/145), with 19 local recurrences and 33 distant recurrences. We classified the patients into high and low TOP2A-IHC subgroups based on the TOP2A-IHC cutoff value of 0.45. The 5-DFS rate was 84.9% in the low subgroup (n=93) and 26.9% in the high subgroup (n=52), and the difference was significant (P<0.001, log-rank test, Figure 6A). Based on the TOP2A-QD cutoff value of 45.0, the 145 patients with TNBC were classified into high and low TOP2A-QD sub. The 5-DFS rate was 85.4% in the patients with low TOP2A-QD (n=103), compared with 11.9% in the patients with high TOP2A-QD (n=42), and this represented a significant difference (P<0.001, log-rank test, Figure 6B).

Multivariable Cox regression model analyses (Table 2) revealed that the TOP2A-QD (cutoff at 45.0) was associated with three times the rate of 5-DFS in TNBC (P=0.001) relative to a TOP2A-QD level above this cutoff.

Discussion

It is well accepted that breast cancer is not a single disease but rather a heterogeneous collection of different molecular subtypes. As such, patients with similar pathological traits

![Image](https://www.dovepress.com/77625dovepress.com/5524.jpg)

**Figure 3** Immunofluorescent imaging of TOP2A.

**Notes:** TOP2A (red immunofluorescent signal by QD-605) in the cell nucleus was visible at high resolution against the clear discernible background. (A–C) The expression of TOP2A was less in highly differentiated TNBC tissues. (D–F) The signal in the moderately differentiated TNBC tissues was strong and the distribution was dense. (G–I) The signal in the poorly differentiated TNBC tissues was strongest, and the distribution was densest. The yellow box was used to show the magnified area for the next image.

**Scale bar =** 100 μm (A, D, and G), 50 μm (B, E, and H), and 25 μm (C, F, and I).

**Abbreviations:** TOP2A, topoisomerase 2 alpha; TNBC, triple-negative breast cancer.
may have variable prognoses. Prognostic factors should always be tested at the level of each specific breast cancer molecular subtype. TOP2A expression varies significantly among breast cancer molecular subtypes. More specifically, highly proliferative subtypes such as triple negative, luminal B, and HER2-enriched expressed higher levels of the enzyme and are associated with poorer prognosis relative to less proliferative subtypes. In this study, we focused on TNBC only, which excluded the heterogeneity of breast cancer.

While TOP2A has been extensively studied in tumor samples, such as breast cancer, prostate cancer, gastric cancer, and ovarian cancer, its role in carcinogenesis...
and tumor progression has not been well established. Most studies exploring the potential relationship between TOP2A expression and breast cancer typically focus on the following four aspects: 1) predictive role of anthracycline sensitivity, 2) different detection methods, 3) prognostic value in different subtypes of breast cancer, and 4) correlation with HER2 and chromosome 17 centromere (CEP17). Our study focused on the second and third aspects.

There are a range of different approaches for detecting TOP2A, including 1) TOP2A gene detection such as FISH and quantitative polymerase chain reaction, 2) TOP2A mRNA detection such as reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction and microarray, and 3) TOP2A protein detection such as IHC, IHC and FISH being the two methods most widely used. However, it has been reported that the results derived from IHC and FISH did not correlate strongly. Furthermore, the TOP2A gene level has previously been reported to be nonpredictive of the subsequent gene-product protein level. IHC is currently the most popular detection method in clinical practice to detect the TOP2A protein. This method is however limited, being both subjective and semiquantitative. In this study, we investigated the expression of TOP2A protein in TNBC tissues using QD-based immunofluorescent imaging and quantitative analytical system (QD-IIQAS). Relative to traditional IHC, we observed that QD-IIQAS exhibited good correlation and consistency with conventional IHC, with better image quality and accuracy, which was inferred from the greater area under the ROC curve. This is consistent with
Multivariable analysis of 5-DFS in 145 patients with TNBC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>RR (95% CI)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.745 (0.413–1.298)</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor grade</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.985 (0.549–1.798)</td>
<td>0.897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymph node status</td>
<td>4.126</td>
<td>2.239 (1.018–4.312)</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor size</td>
<td>3.605</td>
<td>1.501 (0.989–2.241)</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOP2A-QD&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>12.275</td>
<td>2.997 (1.491–5.367)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Cutoff, 45.0.

Abbreviations: 5-DFS, 5-year disease-free survival; TNBC, triple-negative breast cancer; RR, relative risk; CI, confidence interval; TOP2A, topoisomerase 2 alpha.

previous reports studying other biomarkers using the QD-based nanotechnology. Most importantly, the image gained by QD-IIQAS can be spectrally unmixed without the disturbance of background and quantitatively analyzed by computer software to eliminate the bias that may be caused by manual counting in conventional IHC. Given these advantages over conventional methods, QD-IIQAS has the potential for broad clinical application in the future. As the function and features of TOP2A become better characterized and the standardization of QD-IIQAS across laboratories occurs, this new detection method is likely to be further refined and has great potential for application in clinical practice.

So far, consensus has yet to be established for a threshold value for TOP2A expression that could define subgroups associated with treatment response. Furthermore, with regard to the precise prognostic value of TOP2A expression, the existing evidence base is mixed with numerous conflicting results. Qiao et al<sup>25</sup> reported a subgroup analysis, which demonstrated no significant differences in overall survival or DFS between TOP2A-positive and TOP2A-negative groups in patients with breast cancer. However, Brase et al<sup>34</sup> reported that TOP2A expression was significantly associated with the metastasis-free interval and complete remission in patients with breast cancer. Rody et al<sup>7</sup> found that a worse prognosis of high TOP2A expressing tumors was observed in the subgroup of HER2-negative breast tumors. In our study, based on the principle of optimizing observed sensitivity and specificity, 45.0 and 0.45 were identified as cutoffs for TOP2A-QD and TOP2A-IHC, respectively; patients with higher TOP2A expression had worse DFS, vice versa. In addition, we also evaluated the prognostic significance of the TOP2A expression with the new QD-IIQAS method. The 5-DFS multivariable Cox regression model analyses supported the view that the TOP2A, determined by QD-IIQAS, was an independent predictor of survival. Identifying patients with or without response via individual treatment biomarkers is vital for a more personalized treatment approach. Therefore, this parameter (TOP2A) may be considered when we select the optimal therapeutics for patients with TNBC.

The most significant finding in our study was the identification of correlation of TOP2A-positive rate with large tumor size, high tumor grade, and positive lymph nodes status, which are all negative predictive factors for breast cancer. This is consistent with other studies. Romero et al<sup>12</sup> reported that TOP2A expression in breast cancer was associated with high proliferation and aggressive tumor subtypes. Rody et al<sup>7</sup> found that TOP2A expression showed a strong correlation with tumor size, grading, HER2, and Ki67 expression as well as nodal status. Interestingly, we found that the study concentrated mainly on T1 (67.6%) and grade 2 (80%) subgroups, which suggested that most early-stage TNBC patients were included in this study. This factor alone can influence the proportion of TOP2A-positive and -negative cases. Therefore, multicenter studies with a larger sample size are required to further corroborate our observations.

It has been previously suggested that TOP2A protein is upregulated in proliferating cancer cells, given its role in the cell duplication process. Our study supports this suggestion, through our observation also that TOP2A protein expression in normal breast tissue is significantly lower than TNBC tissues and the expression in poorly differentiated TNBC tissues was higher when compared with highly differentiated tissue. This suggests that TOP2A may be a good candidate surrogate marker of cell proliferation.

The recently published breast cancer National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines have removed the chemotherapy regimen FEC/FAC (F: fluorouracil, E: epirubicin, A: doxorubicin, and C: cyclophosphamide) from the adjuvant/neoadjuvant treatment choice of invasive breast cancer. In addition, a recent analysis of the 10-year follow-up data from the BCIRG006 study suggested that anthracycline may not be essential treatment for specific breast cancer. The chemotherapy regimen TCH (T: docetaxel, C: carboplatin, and H: trastuzumab) was associated with similar efficacy and less cardiac toxicity relative to AC (A: doxorubicin and C: cyclophosphamide) following TH (T: paclitaxel and H: trastuzumab) treatment regimen. This further challenges the current role of anthracycline in the treatment for invasive breast carcinomas. Therefore, precise detection and quantification of TOP2A (target of anthracycline) play an extremely important role in clinical practice. In this context, we explored a new method for detecting TOP2A, which could help clinicians better quantify TOP2A expression and select chemotherapy regimens appropriate for...
the molecular subtype of a cancer. For example, clinicians may opt to avoid the toxicity potentially associated with anthracyclines in some patients who do not express TOP2A or express TOP2A lowly.

This study has several limitations. First, this was a retrospective study using a nonrandomized patient cohort. Second, some of the sample slides were too old for QD-IIQAS to be performed accurately and were thus excluded from statistical error analysis. Third, we did not compare the expression of TOP2A between different subtypes of breast cancer. Fourth, the QD-IIQAS technology has not been popular, especially in basic hospitals, so the popularity of QD-IIQAS still needs more time to realization. Nevertheless, QD-based nanotechnology provides a new insight into reliable biomarker detection. This study successfully conducted in situ immunofluorescent imaging and quantitative detection of TOP2A, observing a strong correlation between high TOP2A expression and large tumor size, low histological differentiation and positive lymph nodes status and indicating that TOP2A was an independent prognosticator in TNBC patients. This sets a solid basis for the subsequent studies to further characterize the relationship between TOP2A expression and response to anthracyclines.
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